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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE motivation for this paper is the design of feedback controllers efficiently coordinating traffic lights in an urban area. This feedback control requires estimation of queue sizes and of other variables describing the traffic state at a given time. Urban traffic exhibits complicated nonlinear dynamic behavior. Moreover, unlike what is customary for freeway traffic, data collection and control decisions are not usually concentrated in a large traffic control center. Thus, we need to develop distributed estimators of the traffic state.
At several locations in the network (including upstream and downstream of each intersection), sensors detect the passage times of vehicles. However, these sensors are noisy, often failing to detect vehicles, and sometimes generating output when no vehicles are passing. Therefore, sensor outputs cannot be used directly for queue and traffic flow estimation. Instead, a recursive filter must be used that combines available online data with constraints imposed by a model of reasonably expected traffic behavior, e.g., consequences of the known red/green switching times of traffic lights, and relations between passage times at successive locations along the same road. We therefore need an abstract dynamic model of urban traffic that is sufficiently simple and computationally fast to allow realtime comparison of several possible alternative estimates (and, later, control actions). To meet this goal, we introduce a novel approach that models urban traffic on the basis of platoons. This platoon-based model (PBM) groups into platoons vehicles that travel at approximately the same speed, closely following each other. The PBM describes the state of an urban traffic network as the status of each traffic light; the queue sizes at each approaching lane of each intersection; and the location of the head and the size of each platoon between intersections. This model provides a suitable abstraction to be used in a particle filter (PF) estimation of traffic. The PF replaces the inverse problem of estimation [4] , i.e., retrieving parameter and state values (cause) from measurements (consequences) and a regularizing model, by a sampling of a priori possible system trajectories ("particles"), which are then weighted by the likelihood that they give the observed sensor outputs. It is a standard algorithm for recursive estimation problems where a full Bayesian update of the estimated quantity's probability distribution is computationally infeasible. The PF has been already used for motorway traffic estimation [2] , [8] , [13] ; we have recently proposed to adapt it for urban traffic as well [10] . In [16] , recursive traffic state estimation is achieved via a Kalman filter (KF) combining sensor data with conservation equations of vehicles. Indeed, when working on a car-by-car basis, the nonlinearity of the dynamics remains low enough to allow good results with an extended KF (EKF). However, in large networks, the dimension of a car-by-car state becomes too large to use an EKF for online control. In this case, a PF can be a faster option. Furthermore, the real traffic sensors that we tested introduce strongly non-Gaussian perturbations (e.g., missed cars and fake detections). In fact, their limited accuracy justifies the use of a reduced model, i.e., our platoon-based proposal, that further increases nonlinearity (in fact, discontinuity in a hybrid model) but drastically reduces the state dimension toward computations feasible in real time. The increased nonlinearity would make an EKF poorly robust but does not affect the PF, which fully benefits from the reduced dimension.
Urban traffic estimation faces several difficulties. First, the inverse problem admits a large variety of plausible a priori solutions, e.g., a low measured traffic flow can be equally due to few vehicles (low traffic flow rate) or to a very low speed of a dense queue. Moreover, the queue size at an intersection is the integrated difference between observed inflow and outflow, and integrating noise leads to a random walk that can quickly diverge. It is therefore crucial to improve estimates by taking into account the relationship between successive sensors and expected dynamics, knowing the state of the traffic lights. For instance, the outflow immediately after a traffic light turns green certainly reflects the queue size at its inflow at the end of the red phase; this dependence allows correcting previous queue-size estimations and alleviating, among others, the two issues just mentioned. Similarly, a large platoon estimated from flows at an upstream sensor should be confirmed by observing a high traffic flow a short time later at a downstream sensor. The PF estimator efficiently combines all this information to build queue-size estimations that are coherent with the expected logic of traffic behavior.
The PBM proposed in this paper can be efficiently implemented using a discrete-event system simulator, and this makes the PF a viable solution for real-time traffic estimation in small networks (a few intersections). For larger networks, the computational complexity per particle grows linearly with the number of platoons in the network, and the number of particles must be also increased to ensure good coverage of the increased number of possibilities (difficult to quantify). We show, however, that the PF can be efficiently parallelized by partitioning the urban traffic network into subnetworks. The resulting distributed PF (DPF) has the additional advantage to work with local information exchange only, unlike a centralized PF (CPF) that would require communication of all the measurements to a central computer. We validate the PF and the DPF by letting them estimate the state of a network whose actual evolution is generated by a detailed urban traffic simulator [1] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the PBM is introduced. Section III is dedicated to the estimation problem, including theoretical and algorithmic aspects related to the CPF and DPF approaches. Section IV validates the implementations of the PBM, the PF, and the DPF algorithms.
II. PBM FOR URBAN TRAFFIC
This section starts with a motivation for using platoons as a reduced model for urban traffic flows in Section II-A. The detailed description of the PBM is given in Section II-B, and Section II-C represents it as an input/output automaton using a composition rule as in [9] .
A. Defining Platoons
Grouping vehicles into platoons yields a smaller and thus faster reduced model of traffic flow with respect to models based on individual vehicles. To investigate how accurate such a platoon model might be, we have analyzed measurements taken over ∼40 days in the area of Dendermonde, Belgium, covering a traffic network with five signalized intersections, several unsignalized intersections, and two roundabouts (data courtesy of the "Vlaamse overheid", Belgium). Additional sensors between the intersections, embracing more than 100 sensor locations in total, increase the quantity (and, thus, combined accuracy) of measurements significantly above the typical traffic estimation context. The sensors are tube traffic counters that generate a pulse each time an axle of a vehicle crosses the sensor location. This does not allow distinguishing whether a large time delay between two successive pulses is due to a large distance between vehicles or to a very low speed of close vehicles. In this context, however, the consistent majority of cars either have a speed just below the maximum legal limit or are stopped (e.g., at a red light). We can therefore define platoons from time units: Consecutive sensor pulses belong to the same platoon if they are separated by less than Δ seconds. For Δ between 3 and 10 s, we found that most vehicles travel in platoons of more than one vehicle, thus indeed leading to model reduction (except in very light traffic, e.g., during the night, when traffic control is not needed anyway). The number of platoons does not significantly change when increasing Δ beyond 5 s; hence, we select Δ = 5 in further analysis. As a conclusion, on the basis of available data, we intend to define platoons in the context of urban traffic networks with intermediate traffic load as follows: Either vehicles move close to nominal speed, and platoons are robustly defined on the basis of Δ = 5, or vehicles join/leave a queue at a traffic light, and platoons are defined by how the cars merge into the queue and leave the intersection together at green. Fig. 1 shows that the number of platoons present in the network at any time does not vary by more than a factor 2 over all daytime hours of a working week, although flow rate can vary a lot. Indeed, further analysis (see Fig. 2 ) confirms that flow rate rather affects the average size of the platoons, which grows roughly proportionally with the number of axles per second. Based on these statistics and the above arguments for using platoons, we formally define a platoon as follows.
Definition 1: Let T k r denote the time at which sensor r makes its kth axle detection. Then, the nth platoon, denoted P r,n , is defined as gathering the axle measurements k n to k n+1 − 1, where for each n we have
To obtain a reduced model, we characterize each platoon P r,n by the summarized information as follows:
• T r,n := T k n r , the time when the first axle crosses the location r;
, the time when its last axle crosses the location r;
• N r,n , the measured number of vehicles 1 passing location r between T r,n and T r,n,tail . The motion of a platoon between sensors is modeled by assuming that all its vehicles travel at (approximately) the same speed. To reduce the model, we do not consider dispersion within platoons (see, e.g., [14] ). This is a good approximation on typical urban roads where cars are observed to move at maximal speed unless they are blocked in a queue; in fact, this makes the platoon state to remain robust along a typical urban link (300 m). We will later treat a queue of vehicles stopped behind a red light (associated to sensor r) as a stationary "fictitious" platoon, where N r,n is the size of the queue and T r,n is continuously incremented while the queue is stopped.
B. PBM
The platoons introduced in Section II-A are the basis of a hybrid model for urban traffic, which we describe as a discrete-event system (see also [12] ). We define four network components, namely, sources, sections, intersections, and sinks. The queues themselves (one per section) are modeled as input/output automata that interact with these network components (see Section II-C). In our PBM, the signals that evolve through this network are expressed in terms of platoons. Fig. 3 illustrates how the elements are connected to form an urban traffic network.
Definition 2: A road section S i ∈ S consists of the following:
• an inflow boundary, where platoon P i,n enters at event time T S i ,n ;
• an outflow boundary, generating an output event when P i,n leaves S i . The outflow event for S i corresponds to an inflow event for the component that follows S i in the network (see below); • a fixed capacity C i , representing the maximum number of vehicles that it can contain (i.e., when it is filled by a single queue); • V max,i , the maximum speed allowed on S i : Each platoon P i,n will move through S i with an independently randomly chosen speed v n = p · V max,i , where p = 0.8, 0.9, or 1 with respective probabilities 0.05, 0.15, and 0.8 (values determined from empirical data). We normalize the speed to express it in vehicle lengths per second. The outflow boundary of S i can be blocked so that platoons cannot exit it and pile up to form a queue, whose length at time t we note
expresses how long P i,n will drive from the inflow boundary of S i until it reaches the end of its queue (or of the section if Q i = 0). We denote the associated queue-reaching time
The outflow boundary of S i can be connected to the inflow of a downstream section, an intersection, or a sink component, defined below. The input boundary can be connected to the outflow of an upstream section, an intersection, or a source component. We denote the component connected to the outflow (respectively, inflow) boundary of S i by S * i (respectively, * S i ). The arrival time and size of a platoon P i,n that enters S i are inherited from * S i , and similarly, a leaving platoon is passed with its characteristic size and leaving time to S * i . When Q i (t) = C i , the section is full and the outflow of its upstream component gets blocked (this is called a spill-back).
If a platoon P i,n is moving faster than its predecessor P i,n−1 , then the head of P i,n could catch up with the tail of P i,n−1 . To keep things reasonably simple, we consider that, in this case, the platoons will be merged at the outflow boundary of S i . The modularity of the model allows adding more details such as overtaking or splitting along a section if necessary. Furthermore, if there are parking areas in section S i or minor side streets without sensors, then we can model
where N enter,i,n and N leave,i,n are random numbers of vehicles that join and respectively leave the platoon along S i .
Definition 3: A traffic source A m ∈ M generates new platoons of random size and at random times. It is connected to the inflow of a section S i ∈ S, i.e., A m = * S i . The nth platoon is generated by A m at time
where the time gaps G A m ,n are independently exponentially distributed. The platoon's size N A m ,n is drawn from a timedependent probability distribution Each entrance point of an intersection is subdivided in preselection lanes, indexed by q ∈ {left-turning, forward 1 , forward 2 , right-turning, . . .}. When a platoon P i,n reaches the outflow boundary of a section S i connected to I j , the N i,n vehicles from P i,n are randomly distributed among the preselection lanes of the corresponding entrance point according to a multinomial distribution p q (t) determined from historical data at I j . If the priority and safety rules are satisfied (green traffic light and right-of-way rules for left-turning traffic are satisfied and downstream section is not blocked), then the platoon P q,n now assigned to lane q moves to the associated exit point in Ext j , determined by the OD j pair the platoon belongs to. This motion takes a random time δ I j , determined from historical data and possibly depending on road conditions. If the green period is too short for the complete platoon to pass, then P q,n is split and the size of the passing platoon is determined by the length of the green period.
Here, E[N
In order to set up a hierarchical model structure for large networks, we introduce the following intermediate element.
Definition 6: A link L l ∈ L is a sequence of sections S i ∈ S glued together, such that proper renumbering yields
All the sections forming the link L l use the same maximum speed V max . The subdivision of links into sections has been introduced such that each section inflow boundary is associated with a sensor.
Combining the enumerated components leads to a reduced model of urban traffic, which allows reasonably simulating networks of moderate size.
Definition 7: An urban traffic network U consists of a set of links (roads) L l ∈ L, connecting intersections I j ∈ I, sources A m ∈ M, and sinks B o ∈ O. The topology T (U) of U is characterized by specifying, for each intersection I j ∈ I
• the links ∈ * I j carrying traffic toward each of its entrance points ∈ In j ; • the links ∈ I * j carrying traffic, leaving each of its exit points ∈ Ext j . Each "free" link inflow/outflow boundary is then connected to a source/sink.
Definition 8: The state X S i (t) of section S i consists of • a list, with their properties, of all the platoons inside S i at time t, i.e., for all P i,n such that
• the size of the queue Q i (t) at the downstream boundary of S i . The state of the link L m is obtained by stacking the states
The state of the network U is obtained by stacking the state of its components and can be equivalently written as the tuple
where
is the set of platoons (including queues) present in the network at time t. Traffic lights and axle-detecting sensors are respectively the inputs and outputs with which U will be controlled.
C. Hybrid Model for Queue Dynamics
The dynamics of a queue at the outflow boundary of a section or in the preselection lanes of an intersection are described by the input/output automaton shown in Fig. 4 . The state of the outflow boundary of section S i is represented by exit i ∈ {blocked = 0, free = 1}. An exit i = 0 can occur if the downstream component reaches its maximal queue length (Q i (t) = C i ) or if the downstream traffic light is red. Fig. 4 further uses generic notations T H and T T , respectively, for T Q i ,n and T Q i ,n,tail of a particular platoon. The guards, indicated along the arrows, specify the jump conditions that force an event, i.e., a state transition, to take place.
• In state x 1 : Q i (t) = 0, no approaching platoon. When a platoon arrives and the outflow is not blocked (t = T H ∧ exit i = 1), there is a transition to state x 2 ; if a platoon arrives and the outflow is blocked (t = T H ∧ exit i = 0), a transition to x 4 occurs. • In state x 2 : Q i (t) = 0, exit i = 1 and a platoon is currently crossing location i(∃ P i,n : T H ≤ t < T T ). As soon as the platoon has passed (t = T T ∧ Q i (t) = 0), there is a transition back to x 1 ; if the exit becomes blocked while there are still vehicles to pass message that the exit becomes blocked (exit i = 0) and there are still vehicles to pass t < T T , then a transition to x 4 takes place; else if the tail of the arriving platoon P i,n reaches the queue (t = T T ), there is a transition to x 5 ; else if the queue becomes empty (Q i (t) = 0) but the arriving platoon has not completely passed (t < T T ), then there is a transition to x 2 . • In state x 4 : Q i (t) > 0, a platoon is currently arriving (∃ P i,n : T H ≤ t < T T ), and exit i = 0. If the queue reaches the maximum capacity (Q i (t) = C i ), a transition to x 6 occurs; if Q i (t) < C i and the arriving platoon merges completely with the queue (t = T T ), transition to x 7 takes place. If the exit becomes unblocked (exit i = 1), there is a transition to x 3 . • In state x 5 : 0 < Q i (t) ≤ C i , exit i = 1 and the queue is depleting without new arrivals. If Q i (t) becomes empty, the state jumps to x 1 ; if instead the exit becomes blocked (exit i = 0), then transition to x 7 occurs; if a new platoon starts to join the nonempty queue (t = T H ), there is a state transition to x 3 .
• In state x 6 : exit i = 0 and the queue is full (Q i (t) = C i ), blocking the exit of the upstream section. Whenever a transition to/from x 6 occurs, a message must be sent to the upstream component indicating that its exit has become blocked/unblocked. The only transition allowed from x 6 is jumping to x 5 when the exit of S i gets unblocked.
• In state x 7 : exit i = 0, 0 < Q i (t) ≤ C i and there is no arriving platoon. If a platoon starts to merge with the queue (t = T H for some P i,n ), then a transition to x 4 occurs; if exit i is unblocked, a transition to x 5 occurs.
The input/output automaton associated to a queue in each component i exchanges messages with the automata of upstream and downstream components * i and i * . As a platoon passes from i to i * , its characteristic properties are transferred between the corresponding automata. Transitions involving state x 6 of component i are particular, associating component * i as follows. When Q i = C i and exit i becomes unblocked, i switches to x 5 and sends an "unblocked" message to * i. If Q * i = 0, nothing more happens. However, often, a queue Q * i > 0 would have built up behind the blocked outflow. Then, at reception of the "unblocked" message, the automaton of * i jumps to x 3 or x 5 and it sends a platoon to i, whose automaton jumps to x 3 . Then, the evolution of Q * i will depend on the speed at which vehicles leave (i.e., can enter) i; hence, i must send this speed information to * i, which itself will communicate the properties of the transferred platoon to i
The evolution of a traffic light is modeled by the simple automaton shown in Fig. 5 . Each state represents a green period for one set of nonconflicting queues (≡ OD pairs), e.g., Q 2k = {North−South, South−North traffic} and Q 2k = {East−West, West−East traffic}. Switching can be induced by an internal clock or by specific events generated by the other automata. More complicated traffic lights, optimizing the switching process with orange and "buffer" phases, can be represented similarly [11] .
The model described above can be efficiently implemented in a discrete-event system simulation tool using an agenda that keeps track of all the future events, i.e., all transitions in queue automata, including platoon-enters-intersection, platoon-enters-link, platoon-leaves-intersection, and platoonleaves-link; all traffic-light-switches; and platoon-generatedby-source. For each event, the agenda provides the following:
• t_event, the time at which it occurs;
• action_type, the type of event (e.g., platoon arriving);
• place, the list of locations (components of U) affected;
• size, a parameter used for different purposes depending on action_type (e.g., number of cars that have to move or duration of next green period).
For more details, see [12] . The model is currently implemented in MATLAB. A compiled implementation (e.g., C++) could significantly increase the computational speed.
III. ESTIMATION
First, we explain why state estimation is needed for feedback control of traffic lights, as proposed in [11] . Then, we show how to perform this estimation with a PF based on the model in Section II. Section III-A details a standard PF algorithm, whereas Section III-B shows how its distributed implementation enables application to large systems. To investigate the sensor accuracy, using the data already presented in Section II-A, we have compared the cumulative flow at two consecutive sensor locations (≈1 km apart) on a long stretch of road without intersections, parking areas, or side roads (see Fig. 6 ). Ideally, the flow should be conserved, i.e., the number of vehicles that passes the first sensor should be preserved 1 km downstream at the second sensor location. In the data, the flow is apparently not conserved. In this particular case, we could identify the main cause to be a frequent failure of the second sensor to detect the vehicles. But however accurately we model the sensors, there will always be an uncorrelated uncertainty in their signals, such that the estimated cumulative flow(s), analog to a queue-length, diverge from the real situation like a classical random walk. In fact, the noise in current traffic sensors is very large that just applying low-pass filtering and conservation laws yields too large errors in queue-size estimations. To get viable traffic estimates, we must therefore use a Bayesian recursive filter that confronts the data measured online with predictions from a system and sensors' model; this adds a causal relation in the estimation by taking into account how the observed behavior must be a plausible consequence of the previously estimated state. Given the complexity of the model, a PF estimator is the method of choice because it only requires simulating a large number of random evolution possibilities. For those simulations, we propose to use the PBM as a reduced model that enables fast computations without losing details that are important for control (such as arrival times, which would be absent from, e.g., a time-averaged model). For large networks, a CPF implementation would still need very large capabilities in terms of computation and communication, as well as robustness of the IT network. Fortunately, the modularity of the PBM and of its discrete-event system (DES) implementation allows developing a DPF algorithm that requires little communication between local agents: Only arrival times and sizes of platoons must be exchanged at the boundaries of directly connected components. Now, let us give our sensing model. We place a sensor at each section inflow boundary and at each selection lane of intersection inflows. Denoting by Δ s the duration of a communication round in real-time traffic management, a sensor is modeled as giving noisy estimates about the number of vehicles M r that crosses location r during each time interval [(k − 1)Δ s , kΔ s ], with k integer. More precisely, the sensor output
represents two effects. Missed detections are taken into account by making M r a binomial random variable on M r trials, each with p r = 0.95 probability of success. In addition, false detections are represented with a distribution: m r (k) = 0, 1, or 2 with respective probabilities 0.95, 0.04, and 0.01. All these random events are considered independent in time and among sensors, and their characteristics can be adjusted from specifications or from a statistical data analysis.
A. Standard PF
Since new measurements are collected every Δ s , we translate the PBM into discrete time. A general, nonlinear, stochastic, and discrete-time state evolution is given by
where x k−1 and x k are previous and current states, u k−1 is the known input of the system at time kΔ s , and v k−1 is the noise (usually non-Gaussian) affecting the system. The online measurement at time kΔ s is given by
where e k is measurement noise. Our goal is to estimate x k from all the measurements up to time kΔ s . Since (4) and (5) are stochastic, x k cannot be exactly determined from the measurements. The best characterization of x k is p(x k |y 1:k ); its conditional probability distribution (CPD) given all the past measurements y 1:k = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k }. A recursive filter can update this CPD for every new sensor information via Bayes' law as follows.
• Prediction step-Taking the estimation p(x k−1 |y 1:k−1 ) at step k − 1 as a distribution of initial conditions, compute their likely evolution under f k (·)
The state transition probability distribution function (PDF)
• Update step-Correct the predicted estimation by favoring state values that are more likely to cause the observed measurement value y k according to h k (·)
The measurement likelihood PDF p(y k |x k ) is a reformulation of h k (·) from the model. An exact implementation of this Bayesian recursive filter is often intractable because efficient numerical representations of the full CPD only exist for particular a priori known distribution types. (The KF precisely takes advantage of the fact that linear systems, with Gaussian additive noise, preserve a Gaussian distribution type for the CPD.) The PF (see, e.g., [6] and [15] for tutorials) builds on a Monte Carlo representation of the CPD, i.e., it uses a fixed number N P of random samples of the state x i k , with associated weights w 
the associated empirical histogram of x i , w i will approximate the PDF p(x) with high probability for sufficiently large N P . From (8) , it is clear that, for given x i , w i representing p(x), a valid representation of some other distribution p (x) is obtained by keeping x i and adapting the weights to
This principle directly fits the needs of recursive state estimation. Starting with a set P of particles supposed to represent p(x k−1 |y 1:k−1 ), it suffices to execute a stochastic simulation of the model (4) over the time interval [(k − 1)Δ s , kΔ s ) for each x i and leave w i unchanged to get a Monte Carlo representation of p(x k |y 1:k−1 ) (prediction step). The update step then takes advantage of the special form of (7) to implement efficient importance sampling: Keeping the same x i , the correction from
A well-known problem of PFs in practice is degeneracy [3] . As x i evenly explores all a priori possible evolution cases, many particles, associated to options that are unlikely to have taken place according to measurements, will have a weight w i close to 0 after a few iterations; those particles convey little relevant information about the situation, such that the efficient particle set for exploring future evolution is reduced to a number N P . The solution is to resample the particle states on a regular basis: Particles with small weights are replaced by newly created particles with states x i close to more likely situations, after which all weights w i are readjusted. There exist different resampling algorithms and methods to determine when resampling is necessary. After exploring a few possibilities for our case, we decided to perform a deterministic resampling method at each iteration by duplicating the most likely half of the particles, with their weight, and dropping the other half. This method keeps many likely particle options for future evaluation, as traditional stochastic resampling does. However, in contrast, it also keeps significant weight differences among particles that reflect their whole history; this facilitates interpretation of the results, allowing to evaluate possibilities in terms of individual particle weights instead of necessitating heavy particle density computations.
PF for Urban Traffic:
Consider an urban traffic network U, as defined in Section II-B, with N sens sensors at the inflows of sections and intersection lanes. The measurement vector, i.e., y k = {y At time k = 0, we generate N P random particle states X i U , each one including sizes and locations of platoons throughout the network and being assigned a weight w i 0 = 1/N P . After this initialization, the following recursion is performed.
• The prediction step (line 7 in Algorithm 1) amounts to running the DES simulator of the PBM N P times in parallel to generate for each particle the state evolution in the interval
• When the information y k is received from the sensors, the update step (line 10 in Algorithm 1) multiplies the weight of each particle by p(y k |x i k ), the likelihood that it would give the observed measurement.
• The weights are renormalized; this step can be also delayed until after resampling.
• The state of the particle with the highest weight is sent to the output as being the estimated stateX U . This choice has the advantage to work without assuming any structure on the state space and probability distribution.
• Resampling (lines 18-22 in Algorithm 1) duplicates the N P /2 most likely particles and throws away the N P /2 least likely ones. The PF replaces the very complicated explicit formula for the transition probability distribution over high-dimensional X i U required by the Bayesian filter by N P randomly simulated Monte Carlo samples. The larger N P , the better the empirical histogram generated by the particles will approximate the true cumulative density function p(X U (k)|y k ). The speed of the simulation step, which is still the most demanding one, is thus crucial to ensure best possible performance by allowing larger N P . The PBM with DES implementation proposed in this paper is a first step toward a computationally tractable PF for urban traffic (see the results in Section IV). To further speed up computations for large networks, we next propose a distributed PF implementation.
B. DPF
For very large networks, following all the platoons and queues can become a heavy burden for a central agent, with an overloaded DES agenda in the simulation step and an overflow of communication with all sensors. Due to the modularity of the PBM, a distributed implementation can solve this problem.
In a general description, we start by partitioning the state and measurement vectors into N R subvectors x (r) and y (r) , r = 1, 2, . . . , N R , such that (4) and (5) write
The output of subsystem r thus only reflects its local state, but the state can be updated as a function of the whole network state due to the vector b k−1 would cover all x k , but for networks with a spatial structure, it is reasonable to expect that natural partitioning will allow to keep the dimension of b (r) k−1 small and independent of the network size.
It is adequate to assume that the noise affects each partition independently, such that
Then, one can assign to each subnetwork r its own local PF P F (r) . Each P F (r) has its own N P particles x 1, 2, . . . , N R } of all particles with the same index i in the different subnetworks forms a consistent description for the whole traffic, with associated probability weight
Before the prediction step k, a round of local message exchanges ensures that each P F (r) collects the information of its (11), much like for the CPF. The update step adapts the weights to complete the importance sampling Monte Carlo computation by implementing a distributed version of (10). The local output affectation assumptions (12) and (14) are fundamental here, allowing to write
where each factor on the last line can be computed locally by P F (r) . Thus, we ensure that the product of local weights indeed satisfies (10) by performing the local computation
A coordination of all P F r remains necessary for normalization because i r w (r),i = 1 if one uses local normalization i w (r),i = 1 for all r. Resampling, for which we use the same strategy as the CPF, i.e., copying the local states of the most plausible particle group P i , also needs a central station to consider the plausibility of a particle i over all r. However, these two operations are not too time consuming, requiring only one network-wide exchange of real numbers at the end of each iteration. To save communication and computational resources, one could even apply them only every few iterations, with virtually no loss in estimation performance.
DPF for Urban Traffic: The partitioning principle applies very well to the modular urban traffic network model: Neighboring components can share information about traffic flow at their boundaries through the variables b (r) k−1 , which describe the platoons that cross the boundary in the interval Δ s . Consider again the network U defined in Section II-B, with N sens sensors deployed along its links. We partition the network, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Typically, each component takes care of a few links, sources, sinks, inner intersections, and the selection lanes of intersections that serve as connecting components; the method is flexible enough to accommodate other partitioning schemes, e.g., cutting between two sections of a link. The N R local PFs P F r associated to the partitions work in parallel by recursively applying the steps described by Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2 PF
23 end for Ensure: → Time step update 24 k ⇐ k + Δ s 25 end for
The steps are essentially the same as for the CPF, with a few exceptions.
• Before each prediction step, P F r sends the shared information b • A correct normalization requires that all local weights are sent to some central station that computes and broadcasts the weight of each consistent particle group P i that represents a plausible overall network situation.
• After normalization, w (r),i k and w i k contain the same information so that one can work indifferently with either of them for ordering/output and resampling. The latter adapts the local weights, i.e., no further communication required, with a modified formula (lines 21 and 22 in Algorithm 2) that ensures correct weighting of the particle groups P i .
The big advantage of the distributed approach is that the size of the traffic network does not represent an issue for simulation since each P F r runs on a local computer with local information only. Some global coordination is still necessary for resampling, but note that the heaviest variables, which are local measurements and states, never need to be broadcast. In addition, remember that these global operations need not necessarily take place at every iteration but only when the output is needed. More flexibility can be added by adapting the local particle numbers to actual requirements, e.g., using M · N R particles in a busy region to represent M > 1 possible local situations compatible with a single particle group i of the other regions. The DPF has the disadvantage of introducing a small approximation because platoons that cross the boundary between partitions are signaled only at communication rounds, i.e., every Δ s , whereas the CPF takes them into account in the exact continuous-time agenda.
IV. VALIDATION RESULTS
Available data sets of real traffic give only parameters such as inflows, outflows, and turning ratios at different locations where sensors are installed, but no accurate information on queue sizes nor a fortiori on instantaneous locations of platoons. We therefore validate the algorithms on synthetic data, produced by simulation of a ground truth model (GTM). The latter generates a trajectory for the whole state (including the size of queues and locations of all vehicles), but only observations taken every Δ s = 3 s are transmitted to the PF. We first use the PBM itself as the GTM to check correctness of the PF algorithm alone. Then, to validate the PBM, we generate synthetic traffic data with the well-established microsimulator Simulation for Urban MObility (SUMO; see [7] and [1] ). We have manually added noise to the SUMO perfect measurement outputs to match the data quality that our sensors seemed to give. For the simulations, the parameters of the model for the PF prediction step are taken over from the GTM; in a real-world situation, they would be estimated from historical data. An advanced version of the algorithm could consider adaptive parameter estimation. The results are presented below by showing the queue sizes generated by the GTM, and those estimated by the particle with the highest weight at each given instant for entrance points of intersections; we show the sum of the queues on all preselection lanes. Due to our particular resampling strategy, it indeed makes reasonable sense to approximate the most likely estimated state by the most weighted particle, although this is not strictly correct. Like every filter, the PF in fact gives as estimation a "belief histogram," i.e., a full probability distribution of queue sizes associated to the model and measurements at each time. The reason for representing only the most likely particle is that computing and analyzing this histogram would not be feasible for real-time control purposes. The drawback is that, for flat belief distributions (high uncertainty in the PF), selecting one most likely value leads to high variability from one time instant to another time instant, explaining the jumpy estimation results in the figures. For better robustness, controllers could also consider a simple uncertainty estimator, e.g., the weight value of the selected particle, or the similarity between the five or ten most likely particles. Such indicators require evaluation in combination with the controller; thus, they are left for future work. For easier interpretation, green blocks at the bottom indicate when the traffic light is red for the section for which the queue size is shown.
The N P values are chosen to illustrate realistic possibilities; to be able to run the PF in real time, the computation time for running N P particles over an interval of length Δ s must be smaller than Δ s . Fig. 8 shows the network used for this validation using sensors located at S in , S mid , and S out . The first example shows how the PF can cope with an accident that suddenly (at t = 360 s in Fig. 9 ) decreases the speed V max of platoons that enter a link (from 60 to 25 km/h in Fig. 9 ). The PF allows for an "accident" possibility by letting a random number of particles embed a random drop in speed at each Δ s step. The algorithm adapts the weights of those "accident" particles according to their likelihood, given the probabilistic model and measurements (this requires importance sampling to deal with the rare event of an accident). Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the estimated queue size (pink dashed) and of the real queue (full red). The traffic lights switch every 30 s. The PF follows the real queue most of the time until ≈270 s, where the estimator sees many vehicles arrive up to 50 s later than they really do; this might be due to occasional abnormally bad sensor measurements. Just after the accident, the PF is underestimating the real queue, until it recovers after ≈100 s. The computation time for this example was 2.2 min to analyze 12.1 min of real time using 202 particles, with a naive MATLAB implementation. The accident is not investigated anymore in the following examples.
1) CPF With the PBM as GTM:
2) CPF With SUMO as GTM: We consider the same network in Fig. 8 . Here, we let SUMO randomly generate the parameters for traffic lights (switching every 45 s) and route characteristics; model parameters (e.g., 5-m vehicle length, v max = 50 km/h, . . .) are taken over in the PBM implemented by the PF, assuming that, in practice, they can be reliably estimated. Fig. 10 shows how the PF estimate follows the real queue. The different ground truth model leads to a slower convergence time and mostly an overestimation of the real queue. This result is obtained with 300 particles, with a computation time of 2.7 min for 20.05 min of traffic time.
3) DPF With SUMO as GTM: Since the proposed DPF algorithm is fully modular, our validation only needs to consider interaction between two subsystems. We therefore consider the network with three intersections shown in Fig. 7 . The state vector of the GTM is, in this case, partitioned in two subvectors. The middle intersection connects P F 1 and P F 2. The same SUMO simulator is used to generate synthetic data with the network in Fig. 7 and traffic lights switching every 40 s. The prediction errors of the queue sizes are presented in Fig. 11 using 500 particles in the CPF and 300 particles for each subsystem in the DPF. The running time for the DPF is similar to the previous cases. As expected, the distributed and centralized versions appear to estimate comparably well. The jumping behavior is typical of representing a whole probability distribution by just one most likely particle: In case the distribution is flat, very small changes in weights can lead to selecting very different particles. Convergence is similar to the previous case, often giving an overestimation of the real queue. A meaningful metric to exactly quantify how well the respective estimators serve their purpose would be how well each one allows controlling the traffic system; the controller development is subject of ongoing work.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a hybrid model for urban traffic that is efficiently implementable as a discrete-event system. Our key step is to aggregate the traffic flow in entities called platoons, instead of describing it at the individual vehicle level, to get a reduced abstraction of the real system, which allows faster computations. We have shown that PBMs make sense by analyzing field data of urban traffic. We then have developed a full modular description that is suitable for modeling highly complex traffic networks on the basis of platoons. The obtained model can be directly used to estimate true traffic flow from unreliable measurements by using a PF algorithm. The latter is an exceedingly general dynamic and measurement-based estimation method, which easily accommodates sensor failures, data coming from different sources, and any type of nonlinear/ hybrid system model. After developing a CPF algorithm, we have taken advantage of the modular structure of our model to propose a DPF that is scalable to very large networks. We have validated our estimation algorithms on synthetic data produced by a more accurate model called SUMO [1] . This illustrates that the method is robust against some model uncertainties, including the many small differences between SUMO and our reduced model, as well as rare events such as an accident.
The proposed PF is a first step toward urban traffic control. In addition, investigating potential improvements of this estimation algorithm, e.g., benchmarking on larger networks, a comparison of performance versus communication demands, or a validation with more real data to add/remove more (ir)relevant aspects in the modular description, the main goal of our future work is to propose distributed feedback control strategies that let the traffic lights react to the network's state as estimated by the PF. The control algorithms, for instance, could be required to guarantee good performance of all the particles whose weights are above some threshold.
